
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 924
The old lady Bai continued: “This time the ring is fortunate, the old

man has the honor to watch the battle, it really opened my eyes!” “The

first people to challenge are Leng Aotian and Helan Mountain, the two

great masters of our Jiangnan! Their people are not the Blood Buddha,

but… the blood wolf! ”

What!

As soon as this remark came out, Bai Chen and the others were

startled.

The blood wolf fights against the two great masters alone?

This… This is simply incredible.

“The result?” Bai Chen felt nervous.

He knows that Leng Aotian and Helan Mountain are the strongest

warriors in Jiangnan Province. As long as the four hidden giants do not

come out, these two people are almost dominant.

The blood wolf is one to two, this degree of difficulty can be imagined.

“The result…” the old lady Bai said, a wry smile appeared at the corner

of her mouth:

“The final result is that the blood wolf defeated Helan Mountain with

one move, and ten moves to defeat Leng Aotian! The two great

masters… completely defeated!”

Boom!

A word, falling in the ears of Bai Chen and Bai San, instantly caused

shocking waves in their hearts.

One enemy two!

Neither of the two great masters have survived ten tricks?

how can that be.

It’s just that what makes them even more shocking is just beginning.

“Do you think this is over? The most shocking thing is that

Grandmaster Lin in Jiang City!”

The old lady Bai seemed to think of everything that happened that day,

and his vicissitudes of old face was still clothed. Full of deep shock and

admiration:

“The blood wolf shocked the audience, and at this moment,

Grandmaster Lin appeared!”

“He defeated the Blood Wolf and only used…one move!”

Jing…

When the words of Old Lady Bai fell, whether it was Bai Chen or Bai

San, all were stunned. For a moment, there was no reaction. .

“Lao Bai, you…what did you just say? Grandmaster Lin defeated the

blood wolf with only…one move?” Bai Chen asked with his eyes

widened and his face full of astonishment.

Until he saw Grandpa Bai nodded seriously.

boom!

Bai Chen and Bai San were almost scared to pee.

The blood wolf, within ten strokes, completely defeated the terrifying

existence of the two great masters.

This kind of character is in the hands of Grandmaster Lin, and can’t

stand a single move, it’s like a fantasy.

“Then… what about the Bloody Buddha?”

Bai Chen spit out fiercely, and continued to ask with a trembling voice.

“Blood Buddha?”

Old Madam Bai gave a wry smile, and shook his head: “He is in the

hands of Grandmaster Lin. Ten moves!”

Ten moves !

Wow…As soon as these words came out, both Bai Chen and Bai San

had a shuddering feeling.

That’s the Blood Buddha.

Megatron has killed countless super giants in the northwest for several

years.

I don’t know how many people want to defeat the Blood Buddha, but

no one has ever done it. Now, in this third-tier small city, the Blood

Buddha has not survived ten moves, which is simply unbelievable.

However, the shock still continues.

“There is also the most shocking news!”

The old lady Bai looked hesitant, as if he wanted to say but didn’t dare

to say it, carefully glanced at Bai Chen and others, and exhorted:

“This news is too terrifying, I told you, you must remember that you

must not spread it!”

“That’s why, after the competition, all spectators were silent and did

not say a word!”
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